
Hello Clients and Friends, 

 

Welcome to 2017 and Happy New Year.  We all wish nothing but the best for you this year. 

 

First, a short recap of the 4th quarter of 2016.  I'm sure you all recall that was a good bit of uncertainty in regard to 

financial markets as we headed into Election Day.  As the results came in on election night, stock futures for the 

next day plummeted, and most of us went to bed that night expecting a long and rough day on Wednesday.  Well, 

as we all know by now, the market turned positive early in that trading day and since then, we've seen record 

highs and came within a breath of 20,000 on the Dow Jones Industrial average.  For the year, the Dow Jones 

Industrial average, the S&P 500, and the NASDAQ all posted solid gains, and in general, domestic stocks 

outperformed developed foreign company stocks. 

 

Looking ahead to this year, I'm in the camp of the cautiously optimistic.  I think that in general, investors need to 

stay invested in stocks if for no other reason than lack of alternative.  US stocks appear to be at the upper end of 

fair value, but investment dollars have to go somewhere, and with interest rates still very low on guaranteed 

return products, there will be buyers out there.  There will of course be some bumps in the road.  It is hard to find 

a year in the past where there was not at least one correction of 8-10%, so do not be surprised to see that happen 

again this year.  Obviously, there will be a lot of news (and lots of tweets) from Washington that can affect stock 

prices, and there figure to be possibly three interest rates increases this year, but that of course is subject to 

change.  So, in the end, I think the best approach will continue to be an unemotional and patient approach to 

investing that pays attention to asset allocation and current investment conditions.  We strive to provide each of 

you an individualized solution, and will be in contact in regard to adjustments as needed. 

 

Tax time is upon us again, and so please remember a few things: 

 

1)  Those that had accounts that were with Transamerica the first part of 2016 that were then moved to Signator 

will receive 1099 forms from BOTH firms for 2016. 

 

2)  If you are paperless for your tax documents (1099s), you should still be able to access the Transamerica info by 

changing the financial institution on the login screen back to 4H8. 

 

This tax season may be a little confusing, but this should be the only time we have to deal with this situation, so 

thank you for your understanding.  Please feel free to contact any of us at the office if you need help with this. 

 

 

Kindest Regards, 

 

Russell 


